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• Secondary Legislation on exemptions to the Law – Novel transplants
• HTA Codes of Practice
• Go Live – Spring 2020

• Deemed Authorisation
• Secondary Legislation
• CMO Guidance
• Go Live – Autumn 2020
Join at
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A Day in the Life of Karen…

NHS Blood and Transplant
What should Bobbee have done?

- Early referral to the Specialist Nurse 03000 20 30 40
- Team approach
- Best units in the country encourage nurse-led referral, backed by NICE guidance 135
- NHS Blood and Transplant Referral Checklist
From spring 2020
the law around organ donation in England is changing

PASS IT ON

A Day in the Life of Karen…

NHS Blood and Transplant
Offer donation / I’ll get a SNOD

• Timing of the donation conversation is everything

• Before neurological testing or acceptance of diagnosis/prognosis is never the right time

• You don’t always get an adverse reaction like this but an early mention of donation can run this risk

#DontbeKaren
A Day in the Life of Karen…

NHS Blood and Transplant
Park conversation

• Concentrating on each step of the family’s journey throughout the day
• Karen acknowledged the question
• Focusing beyond the neurological testing is just speculation
A Day in the Life of Karen…

NHS Blood and Transplant
Deemed consent inclusion criteria

• Margaret fulfils the following:
  – She is over 18 years old
  – She has lived in England for over 12 months voluntarily
  – She has mental capacity

• No Organ Donor Registration

• ? Did she share her decision with her family ?
A Day in the Life of Karen…

NHS Blood and Transplant
Outcome of Amy’s conversation

- The conversation doesn’t change significantly since pre-legislation
- Talking about the law too early may stop the family engaging
- Specialist Nurses use their experiences to speak positively about the benefits of organ and tissue donation
Take home

• The role of the family will always be central to this conversation
• Organ and tissue donation remains a choice and therefore a gift
• 4 years since the Welsh legislation implementation and NHSBT have learnt lessons:
  – Language
  – Don’t lead with the law
  – This type of change takes time
  – Multiple benefits, not just to consent
  – Embracing the change

• Visit our stand